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This isnt just any Adsense Theme pack, this is a recipe for a full time income source. All the ingredients

are provided to generate hundreds, thousands, or tens of thousands in Adsense revenue per month.

Weve created the Goose that lays the Golden Eggs, its up to you to feed it and nurture it - treat it right

and it will lay Golden Eggs for you! Imagine creating a healthy full time income from just 10 Adsense

websites. Weve managed to source 545 keyphrases that are virtual Adsense gold, and have the potential

to allow you to do just that. Each keyphrase has a minimum estimated CPC of $20, moving right up as

high as $56.12. With the estimation that an Adsense publisher can expect to recieve approximately 10 of

CPC, that puts every one of these keyphrases at roughly $2 to $5.50 per click. To get you off to a flying

start with attacking these golden keyphrases, weve created ten niche Wordpress themes, purpose built to

make it easy for you to start targetting these keyphrases and generating Adsense golden eggs. Each

theme comes with its own dedicated, niche specific list of high paying keywords. All you need to do is

setup one Wordpress site with each theme, and base your content on the included list of keyphrases. Use

your preferred method of traffic generation, and watch those big value clicks come in. To put things in

perspective, lets run a couple of numbers. Say for example you set up your ten sites, add content and

start driving traffic. In the beginning, you get one click a day on each of your ten sites. With an estimated

$2 to $5.50 for each one of those clicks, you will already be earning $20 to $55 per day, or $600 to $1650

per month. Thats just from one click a day on each site! Lets say you then hone your technique and your

approach, and you build your ten sites up to the point where each is getting 10 clicks per day. Still a

relatively small and achievable number of clicks. But when you are targeting these keyphrases, 10 clicks

per day on each site will equate to between $200 and $550 per day, or $6000 to $16500 per month! So,

obviously we cant tell you what each of the ten niches are without giving away the special sauce, so to

speak. But, what we will do, is give away what one of the niches is, by showing you a live demo of one of

the themes. Each of the other themes has the same layout format as this demo, with colors and header

graphics to suit the niche it is targeting. Check it out: Click to view demo This demonstration has been
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setup using a handful of Article Base articles, and using the All-In-One SEO plugin to help target those

keyphrases. Whilst we cant show you demos of the other themes, we can give you the numbers on each

niche: Niche One - 58 keyphrases, estimated CPCs from $20.00 - $38.12 Niche Two - 61 keyphrases,

estimated CPCs from $20.44 - $41.73 Niche Three - 35 keyphrases, estimated CPCs from $20.88 -

$40.11 Niche Four - 39 keyphrases, estimated CPCs from $21.54 - $46.15 Niche Five - 68 keyphrases,

estimated CPCs from $20.09 - $39.62 Niche Six - 62 keyphrases, estimated CPCs from $20.40 - $47.19

Niche Seven - 79 keyphrases, estimated CPCs from $20.82 - $45.00 Niche Eight - 29 keyphrases,

estimated CPCs from $23.78 - $54.61 Niche Nine - 62 keyphrases, estimated CPCs from $20.06 - $52.93

Niche Ten - 52 keyphrases, estimated CPCs from $20.29 - $56.12 Weve also included PLR and resale

rights, just to help make sure the value levels of this pack are way over the top. The PSDs for the headers

are included, so youll be able to give each site your own unique name and branding. The pack include the

following features: 10 niche specific high CPC keyword lists: A total of 545 keyphrases, with estimated

CPCs from $20.00 to $56.12 10 x Wordpress 2.8 compatible niche targetted themes. Each theme has

adsense already in place, just plugin your IDs and the ads are yours. Adsense units are optimally placed,

for maximum CTR: 728 x 15 Link Unit directly under page menu 160 x 600 Ad Blocks - 1 in each sidebar,

aligned to the top and bottom of the content area 468 x 60 Ad Block - located at the bottom of the

homepage content area 200 x 200 Ad Block - nestled in the top left corner of each individual post Google

search integrated, for even more revenue. Royalty free, resell friendly images - weve created the graphics

by hand, and the images are our own unique 3D renders. 10 x header graphics, so you can change the

theme names and header presentation. Promotional graphics - to help you with reselling the pack weve

included a 3D boxshot and the header graphic you see above. As a PLR owner of this package, you will

be entitled to make any changes you would like to these themes. Edit the designs, hard code in your own

links and advertising, change up the graphics, anything at all! Here is a list of the rights you get when

purchasing this theme & keyword package: [YES] Can sell the product to end users. [YES] Can edit the

code and graphics and put your name on the package. [YES] Can be added to paid membership sites.

[YES] Can sell private label rights. [YES] Can sell resale rights. [YES] Can be used to build sites to flip.

[YES] Can be used on unlimited domains. [YES] Can be sold as a bundle. [YES] Can be bundled with

other products and sold. [YES] Can be sold separately. There are only a few restrictions, all designed to

maximise profitability for all package owners: [NO] Can give away for free. [NO] Can be added to a free



membership site. [NO] Can be sold as a bundle for less than $14. [NO] Can be sold seperately for less

than $7. Your order will be securely processed via Paypal, and you will receive instant download access

immediately upon payment. Get your copy of the Golden Goose - High CPC Adsense Theme & Keyword

Pack for the special Warriors price of $14
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